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Letter from the Executive Director:

Hi all!
NECO has had an amazing year so far. We plan to hire more staff (badly needed!),
became a community partner with 2 important studies on celiac disease, instituted two
initiatives and added the Gluten Free Food Bank to our NECO family.........all in one year!
We are proud of the inroads we have made and continue to give thanks to our members
who so graciously support us.
Brains, Bellies & Celiac
We are hosting a meeting at the Marriott
in Newton on Sunday, October 16 from
1:00-4:00. Check-in will be at 12:30.
The specific speakers, agenda and registration information are available on our
website now. Many of them are mentioned below. We hope to see you at the
meeting!

Arsenic and Rice Study
There have been concerns about arsenic in rice. The amount of arsenic that is
found naturally in the soil is particularly
high where some rice is grown, and rice
tends to absorb arsenic more readily
than other food crops. Since people on a
gluten free diet tend to eat more rice than
others, this raises the question of how
much is too much.
“Our hypothesis”, says Tracy Punshon,
Research Professor in the Department
of Biology at Dartmouth College, “is that
people with Celiac Disease who follow a
gluten free diet will have increased arsenic
exposure and possibly also a reduced
ability to metabolize it. Our study will
explore the development of behavioral
and nutritional modifications to reduce
arsenic exposure, providing people with
Celiac Disease with a clear path forward
to better health.”
We are proud to be a community partner
with this study, and we hope you will be
able to attend our October 16th meeting

where the doctors will be making a
presentation on this topic.

Celiac Brain Fog Study
The Celiac Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC) is currently
recruiting for a Celiac Brain Fog study,
which aims to investigate the neurocognitive effects of gluten on the brain.
Given that we, the New England Celiac
Organization, have an extensive regional
network of individuals with celiac disease,
they have asked to speak with us about
their important work as well as to help
find people willing to be screened for the
study.
Jessica Edwards,
PhD, NCSP, Dan
Leffler, MD, MS
and Melinda
Dennis MS, RD,
LDN are looking into
why some people
experience cognitive
Jessica Edwards
symptoms or brain
fog with gluten exposure. Having experienced it myself and knowing others who
have as well, it would be helpful to know
what is going on and why.
Thanks goodness we have people who
are willing to undertake these studies
with our benefit in mind. I feel honored
and proud to work with them. Hear more
about celiac brain fog at the Brains,
Bellies and Celiac meeting on October 16!

College Survey
Last April with the truly amazing and
talented NECO member Lee Levitt at
the helm, we undertook a study to find
out how college students are doing on
the gluten free diet. The results are quite
sobering. Read about them in detail on
page 32.
Without the
support of
Ian’s Natural
Foods, who
underwrote this
project and your NECO membership dollars, we wouldn’t have been able to come
up with these important findings. We
plan to share this data with many others
across the US with the hope of making
the college experience better for celiac
and gluten intolerant students.

Intern Sponsorship
We were contacted in March to see if we
would be willing to sponsor an intern to
work on one of Dr. Leffler’s studies. We
thought the idea had merit and would
provide a way to express our gratitude to
the staff at BIDMC who do so much
for us.
Once we learned about the intern, Emma
Clerx, it was a no brainer. Emma is a
highly motivated Harvard undergraduate
student who wishes to pursue a career in
continued on page 4
Background illustration: Yinggoy Salee/Shutterstock.com
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Letter from the Executive Director
continued from page 3
celiac disease. This summer she worked
on a project looking at the role of quantitative histology (careful measurement of
the size of the villi and crypts) in evaluation of patients with celiac disease and
ongoing symptoms. You will be able to
meet Emma when she speaks at our October 16th meeting. Welcome Emma!

Emma Clerx

4

We have taken the Gluten Free Food
Bank under our wing! You may remember
it as Pierce’s Pantry, which grew to cover
over 14 food banks in Massachusetts
under Tracy Keegan’s capable leadership. When she couldn’t continue running
Pierce’s Pantry, wonderful people stepped
up and it became the Gluten Free Food
Bank (GFFB).
We are very thankful to Nicola
Harrington, from the Children’s Celiac
Support Group, who has offered to run
the GFFB. Volunteer opportunities may
arise since drivers may be needed to drive
food from our storage area to the various
food banks. Stay tuned. It does my heart

good to be able to help those in need.
Your dollars help us support the celiac
community in all the ways I just mentioned. Our fundraising letter will be out
this October and we humbly ask for your
generous support. And for those of you
who are reading this magazine and aren’t
members, we hope that you will consider
joining us, if not for yourself, then for the
celiac community at large. Together we
can do so much more than if we
were just one.
Fondly,
Lee Graham

www.neceliac.org
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Ways to Boost Your Breakfast
with Veggies
by Julie Hersey, MS, RD, LDN
Stop & Shop Nutritionist

Does your first vegetable of the day appear at dinner? If so, work on starting
your day the way you want to end it – with healthy habits! Our morning meal
is a prime opportunity to begin reaching our daily goal of about 2 ½ cups of
vegetables. And since non-starchy vegetables are considered nutrient-dense
(minimal calories with big nutritional benefits) feel free to be generous
with portions.
Here are ten easy ways to mix colorful
veggies into your morning meal:

1

Toss into a fruit smoothie: If you
already make a smoothie for breakfast this one is for you. Start to experiment with mixing in a handful of
washed and ready-to-eat, fresh or
frozen, dark leafy greens like spinach, kale, collard greens or Swiss
chard. Fruit is the perfect complement to help mask any bitterness or
earthy flavors. Other additions may
include carrots, cucumber, celery,
avocado, beets or fresh herbs. No
cooking or chewing required here!

beans and chopped veggies. Or
crack an egg in a hollowed-out half
of a tomato, sweet bell pepper, avocado or large Portobello mushroom.
Bake or broil on high until the egg
cooks through and veggie softens.

a hurry. This might be new enough
for you, but if not, top with extra
veggies like tomato wedges, raw
sauerkraut, shredded beets or
roasted cauliflower.

3

4

Scrambled veggies: Instead of
scrambled eggs with barely-there
pieces of spinach and tomatoes,
try reversing the ratio. The combinations are endless – kale, shiitake
mushrooms, sweet bell peppers,
sweet yellow onions. Sauté at least
one cup of vegetables in a bit of olive oil or coconut oil. Once soft, add
an egg or two to bind it all together. Top with black pepper, chives,
parsley, crushed red pepper or hot
sauce.

5

Go savory with dairy: If you
consume dairy, this is an easy way
to start training your taste buds to
enjoy new flavors at your first meal.
Start with plain Greek yogurt or cottage cheese and add your favorite
veggies and herb combinations.
Think diced tomatoes with chives or
cucumber slices with dill.

6

Make a breakfast salad: Start
with a big bowl of leafy greens and
add your favorite breakfast items
on top – soft-boiled eggs, smoked
or canned wild salmon, cottage
cheese, turkey sausage or cubes of
toasted bread. Finish it off with figure-friendly fats like sliced avocado
or a handful of walnuts or sunflower
seeds.

7

Dinner for breakfast: Rushing out
the door? Save time in the morning
by cooking extra leftovers to enjoy
as breakfast the next day. Reheating
a veggie-base soup, stir-fry or cold

Stuff it: This method turns the
vegetable into a serving dish.

Photo: Svittlana/Shutterstock.com

2

Trade peanut butter for avocado: Avocado contains nearly 20
vitamins and minerals including
similar heart-friendly fats as peanut
butter. Mash up half an avocado
and spread onto gluten free toasted
bread or a brown rice cracker if in

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC
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Try stuffed peppers, eggplant or
mushrooms with cooked quinoa,

Illustration: Beata GFX/Shutterstock.com

continued on page 6
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10 Ways to Boost Your Breakfast
with Veggies
continued from page 5

Eggs in Red Pepper Cups Veggie Pizza with
Cauliflower Crust - Savory

slice of veggie pizza is better than
nothing at all.

8

9

10

Roll up a breakfast burrito: It is
hard to mess up the tasty combination of scrambled eggs, salsa,
and cheese folded into a brown
rice tortilla. Just be sure to stuff an
extra serving or two of vegetables
like black beans, sautéed onions,
bell pepper strips, or baby spinach.
Make these in batches to freeze and
reheat during busy weekdays.
Stuff a sweet potato: Trade your
usual oatmeal for a warm baked
sweet potato. Like a bowl of oats,
potatoes contain fiber and complex
carbohydrates to keep you feeling
satisfied. The best part is that the
“stuffing” combinations are endless.
Include a fruit or veggie, protein and
fat like chopped apple with walnuts,
cinnamon and a scoop of plain
Greek yogurt. If you are not a fan of
sweet potatoes, simply sauté green
peppers and onions with your usual
hash browns.
Mix into pancakes and muffins:
Instead of chocolate chips and fruit,
mix pureed pumpkin, shredded carrots or zucchini right into the batter.
Veggies will add extra flavor, fiber
and moisture. Or go full-on savory
for pancakes with sautéed spinach
and mushrooms topped with a bit of
butter, coconut oil or a scoop of plain
Greek yogurt or low-fat sour cream.

prep time: 10 mins
cook time: 15 mins
ready in: 25 mins
serves: 4
Halved red peppers are given a quick
roast in the oven, then filled with a garlicky
egg sauté for a tender, tasty meal that’s
fantastic for breakfast or a quick lunch.
Ingredients
2 large red bell peppers
1 cup diced reduced-sodium ham
1/2 tsp crushed garlic
1/2 cup sliced scallions
4 eggs
1/2 cup shredded cheddar cheese
freshly ground black pepper, to taste
Steps
1. Preheat oven to 400°F. Slice each red
bell pepper in half lengthwise, remove top
and seeds. Place the peppers, cut edges
down, on a cookie sheet lightly coated
with cooking spray. Roast for 10 minutes
or just until tender, remove from oven and
turn peppers cut side up.
2. Meanwhile, lightly coat a non-stick
skillet with cooking spray and heat over
medium heat. Add ham and garlic and
saute until lightly browned. Add scallions
and egg product and cook, stirring, until
eggs are set.

prep time: 35 mins
cook time: 45 mins
ready in: 1 hour 10 mins
serves: 4
Going gluten-free doesn’t mean giving up
pizza. This crust is made with cauliflower,
nuts and cheese.
Ingredients
2 (12 oz) bags cauliflower florets
3/4 cup cashews
1 1/2 cups grated Parmesan cheese
2 tsp dried oregano
2 eggs
1 large red onion
1 yellow bell pepper
2/3 cup sun-dried tomato pesto
1 (8 oz) sliced mozzarella
3/4 cup pitted black olives, sliced
1/2 cup fresh basil leaves
Steps
1. Preheat the oven to 400°F. In two
batches in a food processor, grind the
cauliflower along with the cashews,
Parmesan cheese and oregano, until the
mixture is the consistency of fine breadcrumbs. Transfer to a large bowl. Make a
well in the center and break the eggs into
it. Knead by hand until the mixture forms
a workable dough.

3. Spoon egg mixture into red pepper
cups. Sprinkle with cheese and black
pepper. Return to oven and heat just
until cheese is melted. Let cool 5 minutes
before serving.

2. Spread the cauliflower dough into
a ¼-inch thick oval shape on a parchment-lined baking sheet. Bake for about
30 min., or until golden-brown.

Per serving: 175 calories, 6g fat, 3g saturated fat,
36mg cholesterol, 705mg sodium, 9g carbohydrate,
2g fiber, 4g sugars, 21g protein.

Always check that every
ingredient you use is gluten
free.

Photo: Tanach/Shutterstock.com
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3. While the crust
bakes, cut onions and
pepper into thin rings.
Spread the pesto
evenly over the
crust, and top with
onions, peppers and
Illustration: Beata GFX/
Shutterstock.com
mozzarella slices. Sprinkle
over the olives. Bake for about 15 min., or
until cheese is melted and vegetables are
softened. Top with basil and serve.
Per serving: 793 calories, 49g fat, 18g saturated fat,
173mg cholesterol, 1185mg sodium, 54g carbohydrate, 12g fiber, 24g sugars, 48g protein.
Recipes: www.stopandshop.com
Julie Hersey, MS, RD, LDN is the nutritionist for Stop & Shop New England. She
is a registered dietitian with a passion for
helping customers find, select and enjoy
the healthiest choice in each aisle.
Please feel free to contact her at
julie.hersey@stopandshop.com.

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

If you are a member of
NECO, you get this
magazine every time.
Don’t miss out!
Join today:
www.neceliac.org

neco
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Hyde Park Journey
by Linda Silverstein

A local newspaper has a travel column titled “A Tank Away.” Now that I have a hybrid car,
I can go a lot farther on a tank of gas than I used to! This year, four of us piled into that
hybrid for a three-day trip to Hyde Park, New York and the Hudson River Valley.

FDR’s home
Hyde Park is the site of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt home, library and museum,
as well as Eleanor Roosevelt’s cottage
and the Vanderbilt Mansion. All of these
are U.S. National Historic Sites, so if you
have a National Parks pass, you can get
in for a reduced rate at the FDR complex
and free at the other places. Seniors can
get a lifetime pass for $10 and you only
need to have one per car so, especially as
2016 marks the 100th birthday of the National Park Service, I highly recommend
getting one.
8

Hyde Park is about 3.5 hours from the
Boston area. Take the Mass Pike till it
ends, then go south into New York State.
We stayed in a charming farmhouse in
the Saugerties/Woodstock area that
we found on airbnb.com. It was about
40 minutes north of Hyde Park and I
researched restaurants with gluten free
options in that area.

Five Stars for Starway!
Leaving after morning rush hour and
driving for three hours put us in Sau-

gerties at lunchtime. We stopped at the
Starway Restaurant-Diner (thestarway
cafe.com), a classic diner with wisecracking New York waitresses and a myriad of
GF options.
Among the items that can be made
gluten free are mozzarella sticks, chicken
tenders, wraps with GF tortilla and onion
rings. Individually packaged GF muffins
were available at the counter. The diner
connects to Pizza Star which has
GF pizza.

www.neceliac.org

I had a tuna melt on GF bread – additional
$1 charge – and then we were off to Hyde
Park. The homes and mansions can only
be visited on a guided tour. Tours run
throughout the day and leave from the
Visitors Center.
FDR was born in the house called Springwood and it was his home throughout his
life. After his father’s death, he lived there
with his extremely doting mother and, after he married Eleanor in 1905, the three
of them lived there together. Needless
to say, Eleanor was not thrilled with this
arrangement and needed a place of her
own, away from her mother-in-law.
With the encouragement of Franklin, a
cottage was built about two miles away,
where Eleanor initially lived with two
female friends. Called Val-Kill, the cottage
was not only Eleanor’s retreat but for a
while it was a local craftsman’s workshop.
After Franklin’s death, many noted world
leaders, including John F. Kennedy, Nikita
Khruschev and Jawaharlal Nehru, visited
her there.

Franklin & Eleanor
Each house takes about an hour to tour.
FDR’s Presidential Library and Museum can be toured on one’s own and it
certainly provides a wealth of information.

political issues of the time.
FDR was first elected in 1932 at the
height of the Depression and within his
first 100 days put many measures into
place to regulate banking and create jobs.
He also dealt with the onset of World War
II and the isolationist tendencies of many
people in the U.S. He was our leader as
we entered the war and almost saw it
through to its conclusion. The only U.S.
President to be elected four times, he
died within months of his last inauguration
in 1945.
After leaving the museum we travelled
a short distance to the Culinary Institute
of America for dinner. The CIA in Hyde
Park has three restaurants and our
friends chose the Italian one. I was not
very impressed by the CIA. Although they
did accommodate my gluten allergy, the
portions were small and the prices high.
My husband (not celiac) who is currently
on another restricted diet, explained very
carefully how his meal should be prepared
and it came with a sauce he could not
eat. Our friends, however, enjoyed their
meal.
We spent so much time at the FDR museum that we saved Val-Kill for the next
day. We also went to the Vanderbilt Mansion, built by one of Cornelius Vanderbilt’s
grandsons. The mansion shows what you
could get for $2.25 million in 1895.

Hudson River Cruise
Our afternoon plan was a Hudson River
boat cruise leaving from the town of
Kingston, NY. Referring to the handy Find
Me Gluten Free app, I discovered Sissy’s
Café (sissyscafekingston.com) which
turned out to be another great find.
Linda outside the FDR Library
Like most Americans today, I was born
after the FDR era, so didn’t experience
Franklin firsthand and only knew Eleanor
as an older woman. The multi-media
displays in the museum are captivating
and really bring to life the social and
617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

A little hole-in-the-wall place run by two
sisters, Sissy’s has create-your-own
salads as well as GF muffins, bread, and
cookies – all of which I bought. I was
going to get one peanut butter cookie but
when I heard they were right out of the
oven, I bought two!

Inside Sissy’s Cafe
The boat ride was nice and relaxing but
a little disappointing in that it went almost
as far south as the Vanderbilt Mansion,
but you couldn’t see it well before the
boat turned around, and we were north of
Hyde Park so we didn’t see Springwood
from the river.
The cruise ended at 4:30 pm, which was
too early for dinner so we cancelled our
reservations at Enzo’s Ristorante & Pizza
(enzosretaurant.com). I had been looking forward to their GF veal parmigiana,
but the rest of the group was tired and
preferred to eat closer to our lodging.
So we went back to the Starway! This
time I chose from their Pastabilities menu
and got veal marsala with GF pasta, so I
guess that’s almost as good as veal parm.

Other Options
We drove home the next day but if we
had more time, we would have stopped
at the Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome in
Rhinebeck which has air shows of historic
aircraft, and the Storm King Art Center in
New Windsor, a 500-acre sculpture park.
If we had time for more meals, highly rated restaurants in the area include Shelly’s
Deli in Poughkeepsie, very knowledgeable
about celiac disease, and Yum Yum Noodle Bar, with locations in Woodstock and
Kingston, which has GF soy sauce and an
allegedly amazing pad thai.
So if you are looking for a mini-vacation
“a tank away,” I recommend the Hudson
River Valley.
9
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Ask Dr. Celia
by Wendie Trubow, MD

Wendie Trubow, MD, is the President of NECO and serves on the Executive Board. These
questions arise frequently so Wendie, as Dr. Celia, has addressed them. Do you have a
question to ask? Send it to Dr. Celia at magazine@neceliac.org or call us at 617-262-5422.

Question:
Answer:

How do I ensure

my oats are gluten free?
Oats are often
grown in fields that are adjacent to wheat
fields, and are then often processed by
the same threshers, trucks and storage
bags. As a result, the oats are often
contaminated with gluten. The best way
to ensure a product is truly gluten free is
to either purchase oats from a reputable
retailer (such as Bob’s Red Mill) or ensure
you purchase oats that have a gluten free
certification.

Question:

Why do I feel
unwell when eating gluten free grains?

Answer:

This is a very
broad topic. Many individuals spent years
eating gluten (after developing either a
sensitivity or celiac disease). This prolonged exposure causes damage to the
lining of the gut and alters the microbiome
(the balance of bacteria that live inside
one’s GI tract). Removing the gluten is a
great first step, but often the lining of the
gut, as well as the bacterial balance in the
gut need extra support to recover.
There are many reasons why you might
feel unwell even eating gluten free grains,
and the best course of action is to be
evaluated by a Functional Medicine
provider, who can listen to your story and
evaluate your entire system to see what is
out of balance.

Question:

Is it really a big
deal to eat gluten once in awhile if I have
celiac disease?

Answer:

Unfortunately,
yes, it is. ONE exposure to gluten can
damage the lining of the gut (the villi), and
it take up to three months to recover! So,
if you’re eating gluten every other week,
your villi never recover. During that time,
absorption of minerals and nutrients can
be impaired. As such, you can be deficient in basic nutrients such as vitamin D,
iron, magnesium, and B12. Deficiencies
in these basic nutrients can tremendously
impair how your body functions.

Photo: Aleksandres Samuitovs/Shutterstock.com
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Membership Forum

Mimi’s Story
By Mimi Brown

Mimi was born November 20, 1936 in
Cambridge, MA. A small baby, she grew
to be a pathetically thin little girl with big
eyes and a big tummy. She was able to eat
anything and everything but never gained
weight and always had a bloated stomach.
Every nurse screening in school resulted
in a letter home to her parents regarding
her low weight, and Mimi recalls being
sent to see the school doctor in 5th or 6th
grade for that reason. She was once told
she had pneumonia for an entire summer,
though she doubts that was an accurate
diagnosis.
Mimi married and gave birth to three
healthy babies. She felt great when she
was pregnant. Today, Mimi has been married for 57 years, and her husband David
is her best advocate no matter where they
go or who they are with.

Diagnosis
In 1979, on a family vacation to the Dominican Republic, Mimi became gravely
ill with a terrible gastrointestinal attack.
Everybody thought it was a bug, but she
felt so ill that she thought her insides were
going to fall out. Mimi ate plain pasta
and plain toast with tea for days to try to
recover from this mysterious ailment.
Upon returning to the United States, Mimi
immediately visited her Primary Care Physician. He took an x-ray and told her that
he knew what was wrong but wouldn’t tell
her what it was. Instead, he referred her
to Dr. Jerry Trier. Dr. Trier performed an
endoscopy the “old fashioned way” where
Mimi swallowed a small device on a tube.
The doctor used the device to take some
samples; there was no anesthesia and no
pain.

12

When Dr. Trier called at 6:00 a.m. the
following day, Mimi and her husband
David thought surely he was calling with a
diagnosis of cancer. Told that she had
celiac disease, Mimi said that she had
never heard of it before. Dr. Trier explained
that meant she could not eat gluten any
more, and Mimi wondered “What is gluten?” It took only two weeks for Mimi to
be diagnosed.
The doctor sent Mimi to see Eleanor
McAllister, who was hosting gluten free
support meetings in her kitchen. There,
Mimi met Marge Rogers and they became
fast friends. As the support group grew,
Mimi thought it was wonderful to find others to talk to about celiac disease. Lauren
Komack also became a good friend
through these informal meetings. Mimi,
Marge and Lauren are part of a group
of people originally meeting in a kitchen
who have stewarded NECO into what it is
today, and they all continue to volunteer
for NECO.

Family
Mimi jokes that she had the best fed birds
in Metro West; the birds enjoyed all of the
gluten free foods she tried but didn’t like.
Because Mimi ate so many rice cakes
with peanut butter, her children told her
she that she would look like the “Michelin Man.” The youngest of Mimi’s three
children has celiac disease and the oldest
has the gene for it. None of her four
granddaughters have celiac disease, and
her sibling does not have celiac disease.
Some close family members do follow a
gluten free diet because they feel better
when they eat gluten free.
Mimi believes that many members of

her father’s side
of the family had
undiagnosed celiac
Mimi as a child
disease. Her father
scratched his legs so badly that he had
a constant rash from his knees to his ankles. Her aunt had her stomach removed.
Many members of the family had large
stomachs and thin hair. Mimi wishes that
they were here today so she could share
this information and pathway to health.

Travel
Mimi is proud that she has traveled all
over the world and dined out successfully
with language cards. The only time she
has ever gotten sick from eating gluten
was at a four star Michelin restaurant in
Paris. When Mimi and David visited the
restaurant the following day to learn what
had gone wrong, the chef realized that he
had floured the escargot and apologized.
Mimi’s sage advice for travelling and
dining out is to be your own advocate.
Her friends and family know how well she
advocates for herself when dining out and
say that she could create a talking tape
for safe gluten free dining out.
On a trip to Russia in 2007, Mimi became
ill with a 104 degree fever. Upon hospitalization, she was diagnosed with pneumonia. The doctor in Russia was fascinated
by celiac disease and took notes on what
Mimi could tell him about it. He even
brought three gluten free meals to her
each day since the hospital was unable to
provide gluten free food.

NECO
Mimi has been involved with NECO since
its inception. She is currently on the

www.neceliac.org

Executive Board, and has served on the
Advisory Board and helped with membership, telephone support and events in the
past. You will often find Mimi at the Needham Monthly Group meeting which takes
place on the third Wednesday evening of
the month at BIDMC in Needham. Mimi
will always be a loyal contributor and do
whatever she can for the organization.

Bronchitis and sinusitis, Mimi’s immunologist found that she has a compromised

immune system. She has to be very careful and prefers to avoid crowded places.
Some of the tips that Mimi has learned
over the 37 years since she was diagnosed include always reading every label,
calling food manufacturers, looking out
for yourself and surrounding yourself with
caring friends and family who will also
look out for you.

Mimi says that “Celiac disease is a great
disease to have. There are no medicines,
just food and taking care of yourself.”
That said, she does have some concern
about growing older and her immune
system. After suffering from constant

Mimi and David

If you would like to share your story in a
future edition of the magazine, send an
email to magazine@neceliac.org or call us
at (617) 262-5422 or 1-888-4CELIAC.

Registration is now open!
“Brains, Bellies, and Celiac”
Sunday, October 16th 1:00pm - 4:00pm
Check in begins at 12:30

Speakers

Newton Marriott
2345 Commonwealth Avenue • Newton, MA 02466

1. How is arsenic in rice affecting our health?
Tracy Punshon, Ph.D. and Dan Leffler, MD, MS

3. Measuring villi? An intern’s perspective
Emma Clerx, Harvard student

2. How is brain fog connected with celiac?
Jessica George, Ph.D., NCSP

4. “Big Bellies Don’t Lie”: How GI health impacts the
rest of the body. Thoughts from an integrative doctor,
Wendie Trubow, MD

Seating is limited: early sign-up recommended.
Attendees will hear from all 4 speakers, enjoy a coffee/tea/water break, and be able to visit with 6 vendors.
NECO Member prices: Early bird: $25 After October 1st: $35
Non-member prices: Early bird: $40 After October 1st: $55

Save the date!
The Gluten Free Symposium will be held on Saturday April 8, 2017 from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Stay tuned for more information. Registration will begin in November.

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC
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“My Tummy Hurts…”

How to Decipher a Child’s Despair
by Carla Carter

“My tummy hurts.” Oh geez… Here we go. For a parent with a child with celiac disease,
this is the last thing you want to hear.
Instantly, my brain starts cranking as to
the cause of my four-year old (diagnosed
celiac) holding her midsection and
complaining. Of course the first
question I always ask myself
is whether or not she was
exposed to gluten. However,
since we pack her lunch and
snacks daily and she eats
nothing outside of this, gluten
exposure is unlikely. Next, in
a matter of minutes, I bombard my brain with a multitude
of questions:

you and your children of any age may
have experienced constipation that is

Possible Causes
Sometimes, when starting a
gluten-free diet, constipation
can persist because of a lack of fiber in many of the grains that make
up gluten free products. While they
are becoming more nutrient-dense
these days, the vast majority of
GF items on the shelves are made
from rice, corn, potato and
tapioca, all foods that contain
very little fiber. Eating a wide
variety of vegetables and fruits
as well as more whole grains
such as quinoa, buckwheat and
amaranth can often help the
situation.

– Is she attention-seeking? – Is
she hungry? – Did she get a
stomach bug? – Is she trying
to avoid eating her dinner? –
When was the last time she
pooped? – Was it normal? – Is
it something more serious? –
At what point do we need to
take her to the doctor?

What Can It Be?
While we are still in the process
of determining a consistent
cause of my daughter’s complaints, we haven’t taken her to
the doctor yet because the answers
to all of the above questions fluctuate.
However, one of the causes of her “tummy” pain is the dreaded constipation.
Be forewarned, this subject matter is
potentially a faux paux to discuss and
reading this years from now, my daughter
will likely disown me. However, many of
14

ease diagnosis and 30% still continuing
to suffer with it after diagnosis (“Effect of a
gluten-free diet on gastrointestinal symptoms in celiac disease”, The American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Murray,
et al, 2004). The reasoning can
be as simple as hydration, or
as complex as non-responsive celiac disease, making it
important to seek help.

Illustration: Ildar Galeev/Shutterstock.com

sometimes associated with diagnosed
and undiagnosed celiac disease.
Constipation is actually quite a common
symptom with approximately 39% of people experiencing it prior to a celiac dis-

Personally, I have found that in
young children, this subject can also
be complicated by their inability to be able
to communicate, i.e. identify and describe
their symptoms. For example, with my
daughter, we don’t know for sure if it’s
constipation that she is feeling because it
is often confused with her simply feeling
hungry, which is relieved when she eats.
www.neceliac.org

Other times, she needs to move her bowels and does so without a problem and
therefore, is perhaps learning to identify
that feeling as well (hence the reason we
have not rushed to the doctor). Maintaining a journal might be helpful to elicit a
pattern.

Visit the Doctor
While I have stated in this article that
we have yet to take my daughter to the
doctor, this is only because my daughter’s
symptoms have not been frequent or
consistent enough to bring us there yet.
However, I must emphasize that it is very
important for people to seek out a doctor
and/or dietitian who specialize(s) in celiac
disease to first determine the potential
cause of constipation and then to recommend how to solve the problem.
In consultation with Dr. Maureen Leonard
from the Center for Celiac Research at
Massachusetts General Hospital, she

mentions that other factors may need to
be considered such as accidental gluten
ingestion, dietary choices, potential
persistent small intestinal damage or even
behavioral issues.

Ask Questions
While behavioral issues weren’t particularly the issue for the child in this next particular story, knowing the right questions to
ask and considering the whole picture of
a child’s life can be critical.
My time as a camp counselor at Camp
Celiac is memorable for many wonderful
reasons. However, a late-night ambulance call happens to be one memory that
deserves mention for this article. Near
the end of the week at this overnight
camp for children, at about midnight, the
truck pulled onto the grass in front of the
cabins with red lights flashing.
After having been doubled over in de-

bilitating abdominal pain, all precautions
were taken and a young boy was whisked
away to the nearest hospital. By morning,
we found out he had been constipated
and was thankfully doing much better. A
week full of wonderfully-made gluten-free
foods coupled with dehydration from
being so active having fun in the sun was
a sure concoction for constipation.
While it can be difficult to determine the
cause of your child’s abdominal pain, it is
very important that you follow-up. Start
a food journal while recording symptoms
especially if your child’s complaints are
as random as our daughter’s. Make an
appointment with your gastroenterologist or dietitian with the emphasis that
their specialty is in celiac disease as this
disease complicates the picture. You will
be glad you did so you can look forward
to more comfortable, less embarrassing
years ahead.

Photo: Iakov Filimonov/Shutterstock.com

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC
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Meanwhile, grate the frozen butter and put it into a freezer-safe
storage container/bag. Return grated butter to the freezer until
you are ready to use. You can divide it at this time to make it
easier.

by Judith Mann (Nurse/Celiac/Foodie)

Working in a cool place, lay down a parchment paper or Silpat
and flour heavily with about a cup of flour. Remove one of the
rectangles of dough from the fridge and half of the butter from
the freezer. Generously dust the top of the dough rectangle
and roll the dough to about 1/8” thickness. You should be able
to see through the dough partially, or roll until the rectangle is
about 27” long and about 15” wide.

Cook’s Corner
Gluten Free Croissant
Courtesy of Better Batter.
This is the definitive gluten free croissant – flaky layers of rich,
buttery, yeasted pastry are formed into crescents and allowed
to rise, then coated with an egg wash and baked. These rolls
are perfect for breakfast, and they freeze and reheat beautifully.
Take the time and follow the
directions, this recipe is
sooo worth it!!!
Ingredients
2 sticks of butter
(8 Tablespoons each), frozen
1 package (1-tablespoon)
rapid rise or bread machine yeast
1/4 c warm water
1/4 c sugar
Photo: Suphaksorn Thonswongboot/Shutterstock.com
2 sticks of butter, cold
3/4 c full fat sour cream
3/4 c full fat ricotta cheese
1 egg
2 1/2 cups Better Batter Gluten Free flour (I have not tried this recipe
with any other flour. I really like Better Batter for baking. It can be
purchased at amazon.com, betterbatter.org or vitacost.com)
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon cream of tartar
1 teaspoon baking soda
AT LEAST 3 cups of Better Batter flour for rolling
2 egg whites, beaten with 1/4 c water, till slightly foamy
Preparation
Place yeast, water and sugar in a bowl and set in a warm place
to proof for 10 minutes, or until creamy and foamy. (This is
important!)
Cream together cold butter, sour cream, ricotta cheese and
egg until whipped, creamy and semi-yellow in color (about 3-4
minutes.) The butter should resemble cottage cheese.
Add yeast water to the mixture and mix well. Add Better Batter
Flour, salt, cream of tartar, and baking soda. Mix together until
the dough comes together – mostly away from the sides and
begins to form a ball or lump in the middle of the mixer (about
3-4 minutes). It will still be sort of sticky!
Divide the dough into two portions. Shape each one into a
rectangular patty about 4” x 6” x 1.5”. Place into a Ziploc bag.
Refrigerate at least two hours, overnight is preferred, or freeze
for an hour.
16

Turn the dough lengthwise. Generously sprinkle the middle 1/3
of the dough with about 2-3 Tbsp of the the grated, still-frozen
butter. Fold up the bottom third of the pastry over the top of the
middle third. Sprinkle 2 more Tbsp or so of the grated, still-frozen
butter over the top of the part you just folded on top. Fold down
the top third of the dough to cover the center/butter again.
If your dough is getting warm, please put it in the fridge for
at least an hour, Generously flour the top, sides, and bottom
(lift the dough gently to push flour underneath) of the dough.
Repeat the rolling out thin and butter sprinkling one more time.
You will sprinkle the butter on twice and roll out three times.
You’ll need a lot of flour, and you should be able to see the
flecks of butter through the dough.
After the round of butter sprinkling and folding, turn the dough
again and roll the dough out for its final rolling. Roll it to about
1/4” thick (not thicker!) Work quickly at this point as the dough
will be starting to warm up again.
Leave the dough lying flat along the parchment paper and divide
into long triangles with a pizza cutter. Each triangle should be
the full length of the long end dough – about 15”, with a wide
end of about 4”. You will end up with 8 large triangles for each
half of the dough.
At this point you may want to fill your croissants with all kinds of
goodies by placing your filling on the wide end of the triangle.
Roll the croissant up from the wide end carefully (as the layers
are thin). Seal the end (to keep it together during baking)
by brushing the beaten egg white onto top 1/2 inch before
finishing the roll. Shape into a crescent moon shape. Brush the
completed croissants with beaten egg white (this makes them
shiny and pretty). Lay the complete croissants on a parchment
paper lined baking sheet and let rest in a warm place for 30
minutes or so.
Repeat steps 7 through 16 with the remaining dough. Bake the
croissants at 425°F for 18-22 minutes or until golden brown.
It is true you’ll have blistery, puffy, buttery, yeasty
croissants. The real deal.
Makes 8
Nutrition: 1= 231 calories, 12g fat, 26g carbohydrates, 1.5g dietary fiber, 4.7g
protein, 424mg sodium.
www.neceliac.org

Pumpkin Cake Roll

Popcorn Crunch Bark

Ingredients

Ingredients

4 eggs
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup pumpkin
1/2 Tablespoon lemon juice
1/4 cup GF all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1 1/2 (3 3/4 Tbsp) ounces powdered sugar
1/2 pound (8 oz) cream cheese, softened
3 ounces (1/3 cup) butter
4 ounces (2/3 cup) powdered sugar
1/4 teaspoon vanilla

Nonstick cooking spray
1 bag lightly salted, unbuttered microwave popcorn
(about 8 cups popped)
1 cup GF pretzels
6 oz almonds
3 oz white chocolate chips
3 oz semi sweet chocolate chips
Optional mix ins
1 1/2 cups toasted sweetened coconut,
1 cup lightly salted, macadamia nuts, coarsely chopped,
1 cup blue candy coated chocolate pieces,
7 large candy canes or 20 peppermint hard candies, coarsely crushed,
1 cup red & green candy coated chocolate pieces,
1 cup pecans, coarsely chopped,
16 GF gingersnap cookies, coarsely crushed – 1 cup
1 teaspoon ground ginger

Preparation

Preparation

Whip eggs on high speed until thick and lemon colored, using
flat beater. Add granulated sugar gradually while mixing on
medium speed. Add pumpkin and lemon juice to egg mixture,
mixing until blended.

Line large sheet pan with non-stick foil and spray with non-stick
cooking spray.
Pop popcorn according to package directions. Place popcorn
in mixing bowl being careful not to add unpopped kernels.

Combine dry ingredients in a bowl. Fold into pumpkin mixture.
Layer onto sheet pan lined with greased parchment paper.

Place pretzels in small resealable plastic bag; seal. Using hands,
break up into smaller pieces and add to mixing bowl.

Bake at 375°F for 15 minutes or until cake tests done.
Sift powdered sugar generously onto a large white cloth.
Loosen edges of cake and turn onto cloth. Remove paper, roll
cake and cloth up jelly-roll fashion. Cool.
Beat cream cheese and butter until creamy, using flat beater.
Add 4 oz (2/3 cup) powdered sugar and vanilla to cream cheese
mixture. Beat until smooth and creamy.
Unroll cooled cake. Spread cream cheese filling over unrolled
cakes. Reroll cake. Sprinkle with powdered sugar before cutting
and serving.

Place almond and chips in large glass bowl. Microwave,
uncovered, on HIGH 1½ minutes; stir. Continue microwaving
1–1½ minutes, stirring every 30 seconds until melted and
smooth. (*If preparing Gingersnap Variation, stir ginger into
bark).
Pour melted bark over popcorn mixture. Mix gently with scraper
until evenly coated. Add remaining mix-ins and mix gently.

Serves 12

Pour popcorn mixture onto pan, spreading evenly. Refrigerate,
uncovered, 5-10 minutes or until set. Break into pieces and
serve.

Nutrition: 1-serving: 223 calories, 14g fat; 22g carbohydrate, trace dietary fiber, 4g
protein, 354mg sodium.

Store at room temperature in airtight container for up to 4-5
days.
Servings: 32 - 1/2 cup
Nutrition: ½ cup serving: 132 calories, 7g fat, 17g carbohydrate, 3g fiber, 1g
protein, 74mg sodium.

continued on page 18

Always check that every
ingredient you use is gluten
free.
Pumpkin photo: Syda Productions/Shutterstock.com; Popcorn photo: Schankz/Shutterstock.com

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC
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Preparation

continued from page 17

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

Cranberry-Pear Cake Bars

Brush a 9” x 13” pan with cooking spray or melted butter. (I
prefer butter.) Line bottom and 2 sides with parchment paper
leaving 2 inches hanging over so you can take finished bars out
easily after baking. Spray or butter the paper.

Modified Gluten Free Everyday Foods November 2007
Beck family, New Canaan, CT
Ingredients
1 stick of butter, melted
2 cups of GF all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon salt
1 3/4 cups light brown sugar, packed
2 large eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 Tablespoon finely grated orange zest (zest of 1 orange)
2 firm pears halved, cored, finely sliced (2 cups)
2 cups fresh or thawed frozen cranberries
1/2 cup walnuts (rough chop)
Whipped cream for serving (optional)

Whisk dry ingredients together and set aside.
In a large bowl whisk butter, sugar, eggs, vanilla and zest
until smooth. Add flour mixture and mix until moist. Fold in
cranberries, pears and walnuts.
Transfer to prepared pan. Smooth top with spatula. Bake for
40-45 minutes until a toothpick inserted in center comes out
clean. Cool completely in pan. Cut into 18 squares.
Makes 18 bars
Nutritional: 1 bar - 220 calories, 8g fat, 36g carbohydrates, 2g dietary fiber, 3g
protein, 213mg sodium.

Photo: MariyaL/Shutterstock.com
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Medical & Science
NEWS

by Kimberly Buckton

FDA proposed limits
on arsenic in rice

exposure can lead to brain damage,
nerve damage and an increased risk for
cancer.

The Consumer Products Safety
Commission (CPSC) issued a warning
about high levels of inorganic arsenic in
rice and rice products in 2012. In April
2016, the FDA proposed a limit of 100
parts per billion (ppb) for arsenic in rice.
The FDA has proposed this limit largely
to reduce infant exposure to arsenic.
Many infants eat rice cereal as their first
solid food, and rice has higher levels of
inorganic arsenic than other foods. The
European Commission has also set a limit
of 100 ppb for arsenic in rice.

The FDA found that 47% of infant
rice cereals sampled in 2014 met the
proposed action level for arsenic in rice of
100 ppb. Brown rice tends to have more
arsenic than white rice.

Rice plants tend to absorb arsenic more
readily than other crops because rice
grows in a lot of water and arsenic from
pesticides and other farming products
remains in the soil for extended periods
of time.
Exposure to inorganic arsenic can result
in a child’s decreased performance on
certain tests and functions. Prolonged

Susan Mayne, Ph.D., Director of the
FDA’s Center for Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition stated, “Our actions are driven
by our duty to protect the public health
and our careful analysis of the data and
the emerging science… The proposed
limit is a prudent and achievable step
to reduce exposure to arsenic among
infants.”
The FDA and American Academy of
Pediatrics recommend that parents
and caregivers feed babies iron fortified
oat, barley and multigrain cereals and
limit the amount rice in snacks. There is
no alternate recommendation beyond
consuming a well-balanced diet for
families who avoid gluten.

Scientists Find
Gluten Substitute
for Baking
Food scientists in Italy who work for the
food company Schär were honored at
the European Inventor Awards, the most
important prize for European innovation,
in Lisbon. The team led by scientists
Virna Cerne and Ombretta Polenghi
discovered a gluten substitute that mimics
the elasticity provided by gluten in baking.
Cerne and Polenghi extracted two
proteins, glutelin and zein, from corn.
The zein protein carries most of the
endosperm, which corn seeds eat until
they become plants. They discovered
that zein can be used as a gluten
substitute when developed in the right
temperature, moisture and pH conditions.
Cerne stated, “Once the zein protein
is isolated, it can be added to different
gluten-free flours like rice or corn flour
and it solves the problem of no elasticity.”
Zein is also known as corn gluten meal or
confectioner’s glaze.
A report published in 2015 by Rachel
Bloom, a student at Kansas State
University, explains that the problems
with using hydrocolloids (such as xanthan
gum, guar gum, carrageenan gum or
pectin) as a gluten substitute in baked
goods include lack of dough structure,
crumbly, small or dense product, baked
goods with air holes or a spongy texture.
Bloom’s publication also warns about the
importance of the correct temperature
when using zein and the expense of
producing zein. She stated that zein costs

Photo: kps123/Shutterstock.com
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Medical & Science News
continued from page 19
$10 to $40 per kg while hydrocolloids
cost $4.50 to $12.50 per kg.
Cerne and Polenghi have extracted zein
by mixing corn flour and alcohol, thereby
reducing the production cost. Polenghi
stated, “We are very organized in terms
of what we call ‘sensory evaluation,’
with a panel of ten taste-tasters who
give an objective evaluation of our
products’ softness, crunchiness of crust,
dimensions, cereal aroma, sourness,
saltiness, and sweetness. We want
people to enjoy our food.”

Cerne and Polenghi
Zein just may provide an interesting
scientific breakthrough to improve gluten
free baking.

Columbia
Researchers Seek
to Explain Wheat
Sensitivity
Peter H. Green,
MD, director of
the Celiac Disease
Center at Columbia
University and Armin
Alaedini, PhD,
assistant professor
of medicine at Columbia, conducted
research to explain non-celiac wheat
sensitivity (NCWS). Their findings suggest
that wheat or gluten causes an acute
systemic immune response among
20

people who have a weakened intestinal
barrier, and that leads to a whole body
inflammatory immune response.
Studying 40 people with celiac disease,
80 people with NCWS and 40 control
patients, they found that the celiacs did
not have elevated blood markers for
systemic immune response and believe
that the intestinal immune response
neutralizes microbes and prevents the
inflammatory response. Participants with
NCWS were found to have intestinal
cellular damage correlating with
serological markers of acute systemic
immune activity. Researchers believe that
the immune response among people
with NCWS can be attributed to cell
damage and weakening of the intestinal
barrier, which allows the translocation of
microbes into circulation.

Pediatric to Adult Management of
Chronic Inflammatory Diseases
of the Upper GI Tract: The
Celiac Disease and Eosinophilic
Esophagitis/Gastritis
• Duration of Celiac Autoimmunity
Prior to Diagnosis
• Celiac Disease: Not Just
Duodenal Damage and Low BMI
• Bloating, Functional Bowel
Disease and Food Sensitivity:
Non-Celiac Gluten-Sensitivity, the
Low-FODMAP Diet and Beyond?
• Doctor – I Need Help! My Gluten
Free Diet Does Not Work?
and many others.
Learn more at www.ddw.org

Armin Alaedini, PhD, stated “A systemic
immune activation model would be
consistent with the generally rapid onset
of the reported symptoms in people with
non-celiac wheat sensitivity,” He also
said, “The data suggest that, in the future,
we may be able to use a combination of
biomarkers to identify patients with nonceliac wheat sensitivity, and to monitor
their response to treatment.”

Digestive Disease
Week Summary

Alessio Fasano, MD

Digestive Disease Week was held
in San Diego, CA in May, and is the
world’s largest meeting for physicians
and researchers in the fields of
gastroenterology, hepatology, endoscopy
and gastrointestinal surgery. Celiac
disease and non-celiac gluten sensitivity
were discussed by several presenters
including Alessio Fasano, MD and Dan
Leffler, MD, MS in topics titled:
• Transition of Care: Adolescent to
Adult. Gluten Intake is Common
and Follow Up is poor
• How to Manage Transaction From

Dan Leffler, MD, MS
www.neceliac.org

Gluten-Free Wellness Retreat
Santa Barbara, California
February 3-5, 2017

Founder/Instructor:

Melinda Dennis, MS, RDN

Gluten-Free & Celiac Expert

2 nights of private estate lodging
Full weekend of nutrition classes & a food demo
l 6 gourmet gluten-free meals
l Optional massage and yoga
l Hiking trails, orchards, meditation paths, pool
l All 18+ welcome!
l 8 CEUs for dietitians
l 100 + pages of detailed nutrition handouts
l Ask me about scholarships
l Fills up every year - limited to 17 participants

The rst 10 people to sign up for
my monthly e-articles will receive
a 15 minute gluten-free kitchen
makeover phone consult
at no charge.

l
l

Plus, spend this weekend alongside Kristine Kidd,
former Bon Appetit magazine Food Editor and
Williams Sonoma/gluten-free cookbook author.
Learn her cooking secrets in a small group setting.

$50 Oﬀ Early Bird Discount Before Dec. 15
Register Early for Best Room Selection

Personal Cooking Classes || Coaching || Monthly Articles || Retreat Recordings
Visit the NEW www.DeleteTheWheat.com to register and for more details!
617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC
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Dominican Republic
by Oonagh Williams

We try to escape the New England winter each March to avoid some of the
snow and give us a boost to get through
the rest of the winter. Luckily we no
longer have to take school vacation
dates into account. We prefer to stay at
Iberostar Hotels as they are affordable,
reachable via direct flights and spotlessly
clean with beautiful grounds and friendly
staff. This time we went to Iberostar in
Dominican Republic (DR).
The Dominican Republic is the one half
of the Hispaniola Island; the other half
is Haiti which is poorer than the DR. We
took this trip before I was diagnosed with
celiac disease, but I thought I had nonceliac gluten sensitivity (NCGS). We flew
on a direct flight from Logan with coach
transfer in DR included. Check in at
hotel can take a while depending on the
number of people checking in, but they
offer cold drinks to waiting guests and the
bar is open for other drinks.
Iberostar are all-inclusive resorts which
include breakfast, lunch and dinner
buffets typically in large restaurants. There
are also beach restaurants and specialty
restaurants where you can eat several
times during your stay. I recommend
doing some research and booking your
specialty meals right after checking in.
Included in the price are drinks and
alcoholic beverages. Each room has
a dorm fridge with bottled water, soda
and beers that are replaced regularly.
The water in the dining rooms has
been ‘purified’ to prevent Montezuma’s
revenge.
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Delicious Foods
Apart from the warmth, sun, sand and
total relaxation, one of the main pleasures
is all the wonderful fruits, salads and
vegetables we get to enjoy at their peak,
compared to what’s available during
winter in New England. On the island,
far more of their food is made from
scratch than in America. There is still the
possibility of cross contamination and the
difficulty of getting answers to alleviate
concerns.
With so many European and South
American guests there is also a large
selection of wonderful sliced cheeses,
deli meats and salad at breakfast. I
recommend emailing the hotel in advance
to ask about gluten free options. When
we traveled to Mexico I received a prompt
response via email, a letter at check in
and spoke with chefs daily at each meal
to check for safe food. However, in DR,
not many staff spoke English which made
it more difficult.
We tended to eat lunch at the open
air restaurant by the beach. Plates
were piled high with fresh lettuce,
tomato, cucumber, carrots, beets, corn,

artichokes, hearts of palm, chick peas,
slices of avocado and potato salad.
There were also various mixed salads that
changed daily and many sliced cheeses
and cold cuts. I like to put a dollop of
fresh guacamole with some olive oil as a
salad dressing.

Specialty Dining
The buffet restaurant always had large
platters of sliced meats, cheeses,
tomatoes, salads, trays of smoked
salmon, shrimp, large freshly roasted
pork, beef and whole fish. The chefs on
the serving stations do not normally speak
English well so I recommend avoiding the
gravy and sauces.
The concierge has the menus for the
specialty restaurants so you can look at
the interesting English language version
of the menu and see how many dishes
should be naturally gluten free. When you
go to the restaurant double check with
chef in charge so that kitchen is informed
of care to be taken with your meal. Be
careful as unfortunately even ice cream
can have wheat.
When we escape for a week to the
warmth we elect to enjoy 2 days of
www.neceliac.org

outings away from the resort. One is
normally a cultural or historic excursion
and the other is usually a day on a
catamaran. This vacation is meant to be
a rest for us so on the other days, the
mornings are spent at the hotel pool where
I do water aerobics, salsa dancing and
other activities. After lunch we move to the
beach where again I’m in the water while
my husband reads under an umbrella.

Punta Cana Mike
In DR, I found Punta Cana Mike’s
Dominican Adventures (http://www.
puntacanamike.com) on Trip Advisor, read
the reviews and contacted them privately
in advance to set up our excursion. Mike
is a real person, a Canadian who moved
to DR years ago, so he speaks perfect
English. We did a tour of Higuey Circle
and Boca de Yuma.
We were picked up in a comfortable van
with a/c seating about 10. They don’t run
the normal 40-50 people tours, so you
often see more of the local life than is
possible with a large coach. We started
off at a local elementary school in a poor
area that Mike supports. For many of
these children this is the only education
they will receive. The school was tiny, but
full of energetic young ones wanting to
learn. Mike encourages visitors to pack
pencils, crayons, papers etc. in their
luggage to give to the school. In a few
years, with this support, the school has
grown from 35 to 200 children.

Visiting the school
617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

Our next stop was a unique car wash/
sports bar with tables of games and
where everybody was laughing. Then we
traveled to a cigar factory and watched
cigars being made – we don’t smoke. We
bought a carved face mask; we collect
masks – our son even brought a Carnival
mask from Venice for us.
Mike has asked whether there was
anything people wanted included on the
tour that wasn’t mentioned. Being a chef,
I asked about foods and markets so they
took us to the central mercado in Higuey.
This is an open air market with butchers,
produce, herbs and spices. Raw meat
was hanging in the open air next to
multiple stacks of fruit and vegetables.
I bought fresh sticks of cinnamon and
cocoa pods.

passports locked in the room safe. Be
aware that many places only take cash.

Catamaran Trip

We love doing a catamaran day trip
and there are many to choose from. We
don’t like the booze cruises full of spring
breakers or the equivalent; instead we
pay a little extra for fewer people and
more adults. Evening cruises tend to be
about food and drink since you can’t see
any scenery in the dark.
I’ve always managed to check what food
is being served; it is often just chicken
and fish cooked on a grill onboard. Salads
are usually safe, but you can’t be certain
about dressings. Tortilla chips are often
served but it can be difficult to tell if they
are safe to eat.

Next we drove to Boca de Yuma for
lunch. The restaurant is on the edge of
the cliff overlooking the sea, and lunch is
whatever fish was caught that morning.
After lunch, we enjoyed a boat trip on
the Yuma River. Back on the minibus,
we took a long ride through sugar cane
plantations.
We finished up at a supermarket. I
am always interested in checking out
supermarkets when I visit places. Most
people bought rum while I bought
various spices, pepper jellies and some
baking pans. Make sure you at least
have a drivers license with you to prove
your id when paying with credit card in
the supermarket. We always leave our

Bring your swimsuit, lots of sun screen,
a hat and cover up and don’t forget your
camera. They provide snorkeling gear
with brand new mouthpieces. We enjoyed
swimming in lovely clear, turquoise
waters, seeing tropical fish and starfish.
When safely moored, people were
leaping off the catamaran while others
watched the crew grab a rope and swing
out over the water before jumping and
were encouraged to do the same. We’ve
swum by turtles, seen dolphins and
explored lovely secret coves in kayaks. A
catamaran outing is very peaceful when
just under sail with no engine sounds or
exhaust smells.
continued on page 24
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Dominican Republic

Chef
Oonagh’s
Cream
Caramel

continued from page 23

What I’ve learned:
• Bring your headache tablets,
upset tummy aids, bandaids and
sun block with you. They tend to
be way overpriced in the hotel
shops.
• Make sure you have any
prescription medicines with
you; visits to doctors are very
expensive.
• Don’t overdo the sun; you can
still get badly burned on overcast
days.
• Check the alcohol brands at each
bar since they may vary.
• Only drink bottled water; use it to
brush your teeth and rinse your
toothbrush.
• When my husband was away
in the Far East on business
the local pharmacist told him
to chew a Pepto Bismol tablet
before each meal. Everyone
may react to different water and
different food but we have found
that trick works for us when we
travel outside US.
• You will probably be eating
and drinking far more than you
usually do and that can put your
body into overdrive, even with
totally safe food. Remember
overindulging or eating too much
fat, fiber or any food even if it is
GF can cause a reaction.
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This has to be one of my most favorite
recipes. The taste is sublime and
real cream caramels are rarely made
nowadays. It is known as Flan in Spanishspeaking countries. This is a very simple
recipe but does require attention to
ensure that it is cooked to perfection. A
perfect cream caramel should wobble on
the plate even when very cold; don’t even
think of cooking it until it is thoroughly
set in the center. I do not recommend
that you substitute 1% milk or nonfat
condensed milk. This cool, creamy,
velvety, slightly sweet custard envelops
your tongue while the almost bitter
caramel adds the perfect contrast to your
taste buds as it slides down.

Cream Caramel (aka crème
caramel and flan) 8 individual custards
Makes 4 cups of custard which can be
cooked in one 5-6 cup glass dish or 8
3/4 cup ramekins, custard cups or
cocotte dishes. These sizes give you
extra empty space for safety in moving
filled dishes. Note that the custard will
not increase in volume with cooking.

Caramel:
Ingredients
1/2 cup white sugar mixed with 2 Tbsp water
Preparation
1. Slowly dissolve the sugar in the water
in a 1 quart saucepan, bring to the boil

and boil it steadily without stirring until
sugar turns a deep golden brown color
without looking or smelling burnt – about
5 minutes boiling. Be careful since sugar
burns are extremely painful. It should be
a really dark golden brown (but not burnt)
color for flavor otherwise the custard will
be insipid.
2. Once sugar has formed a caramel pour
into desired dish/dishes, carefully tilt/swirl
up the sides and leave to set for a few
minutes.
Tips
If you want to make individual portions,
keep the glass dishes on the lasagna
pan in the preheated oven for 5 minutes
so the caramel doesn’t set hard in some
dishes while you are swirling it around
other individual custard dishes.
To clean pan, pour water into empty
caramel-encased saucepan to dissolve
caramel easily.

Custard:
Ingredients
3 extra large or 4 large eggs
2 cups (16 oz) whole milk or 1/2 and 1/2 or
1 cup of each (Do not substitute lowfat or
reduced fat milk.)
1 14 oz can of condensed milk (Do not use
evaporated milk.)
1 Tbsp GF vanilla extract
Preparation
1. Warm condensed milk and half and
www.neceliac.org

half together in a saucepan or in the
microwave. Don’t boil milk mix. This will
cut down on the cooking time since you
have already heated the milk mix.
2. Beat all custard ingredients together
and strain onto caramel. If you use an
immersion blender to mix then you will not
need to strain mix since there will be no
egg strands visible.
3. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Stand
dish containing custard in a 9” x 13”
lasagna dish or equivalent. Place in oven
and then pour hot water into large pan so
that the water comes halfway up the side
of the custard dish/es.
4. Cook one large custard for about one
hour (check at 5 minute intervals after
45 minutes of cooking) or 8 individual
ramekins for about 35 minutes (check
at 5 minute intervals after 20 minutes
of cooking). A knife inserted halfway

between edge and middle should come
out with custard sticking to it, not just
a wet liquid. The custard should still
wobble as it sets further while cooling.
The temperature on an instant read
thermometer should be 160 degrees to
protect against salmonella. Do not cook
until it is firm in the center. Don’t overcook
or it will taste like India rubber. Remove
from oven, remove from water and cool.
5. Refrigerate overnight or up to 3 days.
To serve, turn onto a serving plate that
has been moistened in the center with
water so that you can reposition the
custard if necessary.
Tips
Try to use a plate with a rim to contain
liquid caramel.
The longer the caramel is left in the fridge
before serving the more the solid caramel
will dissolve to a syrup.

Chef Oonagh
Williams has a
culinary arts degree,
trained in London
and Switzerland and
does have celiac
disease and other
food allergies. Chef
Oonagh has written
a monthly food column for the National
Foundation for Celiac Awareness (now
BeyondCeliac.org) for over 5 years. Chef
Oonagh regularly appears on NH’s ABC
WMUR TV as the featured chef with
gluten free recipes. Follow her on Gluten
Free Cooking with Oonagh on Facebook.
Contact her for private one on one help
with food for gluten free and other food
allergy diets, enjoy a group cooking class/
dinner party and her Delicious Gluten
Free E-Book. Watch for demos, talks and
conferences.

Help Wanted
Vendor Liaison
NECO needs a cheery person who will contact vendors and invite them to rent a table at our events. Time commitment varies
but averages 3 hours per month. No experience is necessary,
but a tactful and nurturing personality is helpful.

Robert M. Graham
Senior Vice-president,

Restaurant Liaison
Our wonderful new website provides members the opportunity
to add restaurant recommendations. The Restaurant Liaison
will contact restaurants about their practices to avoid cross
contamination and to confirm that they wish to be listed on
our website. Time commitment varies but averages 3 hours
per month. The best time to contact restaurants is weekday
mid-afternoon when they are less busy.

Board Members
Are you interested in getting more involved with NECO? Attend
a Board Meeting and learn how NECO works and how you can
help. Meetings take place in Dedham on weekday evenings
and are spirited and insightful.
To apply for a volunteer position or inquire about
a board position, contact Lee by email at info@neceliac.org
or by phone at 781-461-2405.

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

Wellesley, MA 02481
781-239-7614
Insurance for Homes, Cars,
Life Insurance, Medical and Disability
Quality Service for the
Discerning Client
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The Gluten Free Way:

When Caring Isn’t Enough:

or Helpless in the Helpers
by Lauren Komack

I love talking with people
who are in the process of
being diagnosed or who are
struggling with whether or
not they actually have celiac
disease (CD). I love helping
people who are newly diagnosed learn how to live
with celiac disease. There
is so much information to
share and so much hope
to give. These are not always easy conversations,
but with good information,
you can almost see someone move from an anxious,
worried place to “connecting the dots” of how to live
gluten-free. You know when
you are helpful in giving the
person just the right amount
of information at the right
time that will make their
gluten-free journey a clearer
and easier one.
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Challenging Situation

Sounding Board

However, recently, I found myself in a
challenging situation with very good
friends whose adolescent granddaughter, a Type I diabetic, (diagnosed about 7
years ago) was also diagnosed with gluten intolerance and maybe even celiac, or
“a form of celiac disease” within the last
year. The quotes are there because the
family’s medical team indicated that she
had a “mild case” of celiac disease and
was told that she could eat some gluten.
I was immediately reactive to hearing this.
Telling a newly diagnosed person with CD
that some ingestion of gluten is okay flies
in the face of my 25+ years of personal
experience, my knowledge and years
teaching about how to live with CD.

I continued to be a sounding board for
my friends and gave the family resources,
articles, information and guidance about
the gluten-free diet. I gave them samples
from my own supply that she could try
when she was coming for a visit. I offered
to speak with their granddaughter and her
parents about some of the challenges and
pragmatics of living a gluten-free life. My
friends were very receptive to this. They
forwarded some of the material to their
kids.

My friends, both medical professionals,
are used to a high standard of quality of
care. They have watched their granddaughter in another part of the country
receive care that they have questioned
from her medical community. When they
have commented on this or raised questions to the parents, the results have been
quite complicated. At times, the parents
are receptive to getting information. At
other times, they push back with a clear
message that they need to be the ones in
charge of her care. I began to share my
friends’ frustration and sense of helplessness, their worries, and sadness as their
granddaughter continued to suffer from
the effects of both the Type I diabetes and
the CD.

Although my friends welcomed my outreach, their children did not, preferring to
listen to their medical team. This included advice such as “you can have a little
gluten because you have a mild case of
celiac disease.” Clearly, their kids gave
them the message that they needed to
have confidence in their medical team. It
was too threatening to them to introduce
information that contradicted their Doctor’s
advice and recommendations. I was genuinely surprised and saddened that these
very caring people were essentially being
barred from having any meaningful input
into their granddaughter’s health needs.

Tension Mounts
As I continued to hear this girl’s symptoms, I began to recognize the relationship between her diabetes and the celiac
disease that could help explain some
symptoms that this girl was having. At
that point, I did a search and found an
excellent article on Type I diabetes and
celiac disease. It came from a medical
journal, so could have carried weight.
www.neceliac.org

will be with us for life. We go through
many stages after learning we have a
chronic illness. Our families often follow
many of the same stages, although perhaps not exactly as we do and maybe not
in the same order.
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When my friend sent it to her daughterin-law, she responded politely, but once
again maintained that they were going to
go with the recommendations of the GI
MDs in the practice that they had chosen.
By this time, my friend was reluctant to
involve her husband. His own frustration
and helplessness had reached a new low.
Since talking with him did not amount to
changing their kids’ views, she found herself talking less and less to him and lost
the support that could have been some
comfort to her.
I have been aware of the tension between
the generations and recognize that some
of this is directly related to the current
crisis and some has other roots. Illness
exacerbates any unprocessed and unresolved family dynamics. We all can feel
helpless in the face of someone suffering
from an illness in our family.

Natural Response
When you find yourself not understanding
why someone is reacting to you or the
information that is coming their way, the
natural response could be to feel frustrated and angry. That is when curiosity can
be helpful.
When things don’t make sense, is there
something else that is playing out here
that comes from another part of the family
history? Does it have to do with the family
dynamics rather than the illness itself?
617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

For example, in this family, one could
speculate that some of the resistance that
exists could have had its origins from the
son’s relationship with his parents when
he was growing up that are still able to be
triggered today.
Parents are often helpless to assist their
grown children negotiate complex medical
situations even if (or perhaps because)
they know a great deal about the system
in which this is unfolding. Parents of children with one, and in this case, two
auto-immune diseases that require restricting and overseeing food intake have a
great deal of difficulty setting limits on their
children, especially during adolescence.
Saying “no” is just not comfortable when
their child wants to be like everyone else.

Various Feelings
These parents are caught in a dilemma,
limiting their own, very knowledgeable
and helpful parents from getting involved
in the girl’s care. Although exercising this
autonomy may be very important, it also
may have the effect of them blocking
important information from coming to
them. This has left my friends feeling sad,
worried, helpless, at times angry and
completely unable to be helpful to their
granddaughter.
I tell this story because it has the hallmarks of many of our experiences when
we are diagnosed with an illness(es) that

Most of us experience at least some of
the following: denial, sadness, anger, confusion, worry, and hopefully, some acceptance and peace. Denial often prevents us
from taking in important information and
can limit us from following medical advice.
Sadness can have us withdraw from
those around us who could be helpful to
us. Anger can push away the people who
we really need to support us. Confusion is
often indicative of feeling overwhelmed by
the diagnosis and the treatment plan and
can have the same effect as denial. Worry
can take up a large amount of time that
can render us less effective in our lives.

Happy Endings
And, of course when we reach a place
of acceptance and peace, (which we all
hopefully can do) we recognize that we
can be angry and sad, at times confused,
but not have it overwhelm us or prevent
us from taking the best possible care of
ourselves. And we can accept that we
have a right to all of our feelings in relation
to having a chronic illness!
Just before this article went to press, my
friend told me of a conversation she had
just had with her son. In that conversation, he explained that his daughter had
decided to go completely gluten-free. My
friend gently asked what had helped her
make this decision. He replied that she
began to notice how much better she
felt when she didn’t eat gluten. My own
relief at this news was, needless to say,
magnified many times over with my friend.
Her granddaughter had decided to listen
to the expert—herself and her body!!!
It lets us know that, even when things can
be at their most frustrating, time, experience and maturing can actually heal
and help.
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Twenty Something Celiac:

Celiac Pack
by Ilana Marcus

Celiac disease is awkward. It never
becomes not-awkward. It’s like
going through turnstiles at the
train station with a very large
duffle swung over one arm.
You can do it, and with some
practice and skilled
maneuvering you can even
make it look graceful, but
you never get so good at
the contortions that you are
glad to be hauling an overstuffed bag. You yearn for
the moment when you can
finally stow the monstrosity
away to roam free and
weightless.

Unfortunately, our moment of lightness
doesn’t come as easily as flinging our
disease off our shoulders to rummage the
refrigerator uninhibited. The celiac pack
cannot be unbuckled, unzipped, untied,
or unsnapped, for better or for worse.

It is full of funky stuff, the
celiac pack…
Foods you’ve never tried before, experiences you’ve never had before. A stack of
papers from the nutritionist with names of
new grains you should be eating. Amaranth, for example, which sounds like
an ancient foods exhibit at the science
museum, where fossilized seeds are
cradled in shards of recovered pottery. A
set of flashcards, each in a different language, to help waiters in foreign countries
feed you safely. Maybe you wonder if
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you should just hand the English card to
waiters in America so you don’t have to
shout over the din about cutting boards
and pasta water.
The celiac pack has complementary
Google and Yelp searches for every meal
in every location you might travel to for
the rest of your life, or until they find a
cure. Whichever comes first. You learn
pretty quickly that vegan restaurants
aren’t necessarily your friend (alert: pasta!
bread!), but sometimes they are (read:
quinoa! smoothies!).
Tucked away in the pack are your Imodium, Miralax, Metamucil, Vitamin D, and
all of the other supplements you need to
keep your digestive tract running on task.
You can no longer count the number of
times you’ve needed to extract a heavy
bottle of stomach medicine from your
www.neceliac.org

carry-on and explain it to a bewildered
TSA officer.
In the right side pocket of the celiac pack
are seventeen mini GF soy sauce packets, a few misshapen gluten free energy
bars, and baggies of sliced apples and
carrot sticks. Also a ziplock bag of gluten
free cookies to eat for breakfast, because
you sometimes (often) don’t have time to
whip up a nutritious-meal-to-go and it’s
so easy at this point to conflate “healthy”
with “safe” that you’ve convinced yourself
that a well labeled and contamination-free
dessert is God’s gift to your body.
In the left side pocket is a magnifying
glass, optically adjusted for reading
ingredients on labels. The premium celiac
pack comes with a megaphone. This is
especially useful to alleviate stress on your
vocal cords while trying to get the attention of a server at a fast food restaurant,
or to alert the person preparing your salad
to HOLD UP RIGHT THERE, FLOUR FINGERS, AND CHANGE THOSE GLOVES!

for wheat flour until after you’d already
swallowed it, and the time you ate a few
strands of pasta that had a particularly
robust texture and then realized you’d
cooked the wrong box of spaghetti.
Sitting next to a toilet trying to throw up
while simultaneously googling to see
whether puking mistake-gluten is actually
what you’re supposed to do.
The times you went out to eat with your
new coworkers/friends/teammates and
your order was rejected because the
seasoning might have contained gluten,
then your replacement dish finally arrived,
smaller, blander, and somehow more
expensive than everyone else’s.
In the pensieve the sweet memories float
to the top, like the time when you ordered
ice cream and without even having to
ask, the server switched the scoop and
dug deep into the bucket to avoid the

cone crumbs. When you’ve been invited
to a dinner party and the host reviewed
the menu with you in advance so you
wouldn’t be scared of getting sick. A
Venezuelan restaurant where every dish is
gluten free. How your mom has stayed up
until three in the morning so many times
baking new bread recipes for you to try.
The transcendent moments when you
know you’re safe, which almost feel like
the years of your life B.C.P., Before Celiac
Pack, but better, because they are the
fleeting opportunities to eat with abandon,
to fully participate in a communal experience, to put the pack in a corner and
walk away, to not be worried, to be present. To enjoy life in the unencumbered
way you imagine people without chronic
illness do, even though you know, in the
back of your mind, that everyone has their
own pack to bear.

In the bottom of the pack
is a pensieve…
J.K. Rowling’s magical memory storage
bin. This way you can replay the time you
asked the owner of a restaurant for the
ingredients in a certain barbecue marinade and he mentioned chili sauce and
worcestershire sauce, and you asked
about the ingredients in those so he
brought out the two bottles, and the chili
sauce ingredients included anonymous
starch and unnamed vinegar, and then
you called your sister who also has celiac
disease to estimate the likelihood of the
vinegar being malt vinegar and the starch
being wheat starch, and then just decided
to order something else to be safe. But it
sure was nice of him to take out all those
bottles for you.
More memories, the only two times
you knew you had gluten in six years,
when you somehow ate a gummy sour
candy without checking the ingredients
Photo: Wind of Change 64/Shutterstock.com
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Trip to France 2016
by Lee Graham

In the spring of 2016, my husband Bob and I had reservations for a trip to France. This would be a return visit for
me after a long 52 years! Thinking back to that time, I was
an unfocused and rudderless 18 year old and my folks
earnestly hoped that a year in France would bring maturity and stability into my life. Shortly after high school, my
parents signed me up with an organization that provides a
year living with a French family while attending the
Sorbonne in Paris.
A Teenager’s Adventure
There were many things to get used to on
this year-long adventure in 1964. Crossing
the Atlantic aboard a student ship took a
long and rocky 10 days. It was a pleasure
to meet my French mother, “Madam”, and
her 4 teenage children as my roommate
and I moved into their 4th floor walk-up
on the Rue de Rivoli by the Bastille.
Each of us was assigned a different
night of the week for bathing. Breakfast
was on our own with “café au lait” and
a dry French baguette left out from the
night before. I had taken only Spanish
in high school, and no one in my French
family spoke English, so I mostly smiled
and nodded for the first few months. It
wasn’t until November, 3 months in, that
it dawned on me that the hamburger
we often ate was not made of beef, but
“cheval” (horse.)
With these minor adjustments in living
conditions for an 18 year old, Paris became the star. The city of lights was brimming with culture, art, & history. I could
only begin to take in all the cathedrals, the
museums, the opera, the gardens and
30

even the metro and cafes. By the end of
my stay, the French language was part of
my thinking during the day and in dreams
at night. It left a lasting impression and a
dear wish to return again.

Cut Two
Fifty-two years later my dream of going
back to Paris was finally realized. Planning
our trip with Bob’s brother Tom and his
wife Karen was easy. We booked a
tour with the Tauck Tour Company
(www.tauck.com), which came highly
recommended. Karen did all the planning
and even extended our trip to include a
jaunt to Normandy on our own.
This time the visit would be very different.
Six hours in a plane instead of 10 days
by student ship and we didn’t have to
limit our bathing to one night a week. No
longer living the student life, we had a
tour guide who took care of everything
and anticipated our every need. An added
perk was the lovely group of fellow travelers who became instant friends.
Fifty-two years ago I came to Paris without much knowledge of spoken French,

and this time, although I recalled some
words, I was pretty rusty. However, it
wasn’t a problem as most French people
understand English. This time, instead
of a language concern, I carried with me
the celiac concern. Oh and how dearly I
remembered cheese and baguettes for
lunch in the Tuillerie Gardens! Had to let
the past go and live in the present.

Being Prepared
Armed with a laminated card in French
describing my gluten free condition saved
me endless miscommunications. I know
these cards are available online, but I
found one in an old book by Jax Lowell
named Against the Grain. (This book is
a delightful read, with a sense of humor,
about her diagnosis of celiac.) The back
of her book has travel cards in at least
20 languages. It is easy to make a copy
of the language you need and then get it
laminated.
Reading the Tauck brochures, they
vaguely promise they will do their best to
accommodate “special” diets. What did
that mean? My antennae went up; this
could be a disaster! From celiac friends
www.neceliac.org

back in Paris, whether sitting in cafes to
pass the afternoon, or touring the Louvre,
the spirit of the people is tangible and a
delight.

who shared their experiences in France,
their advice was sage and true, “Never
accept at face value the food that is put
in front of you. Always be gracious, but
be cautious about everything you eat.”
I would ditto this advice to anyone who
travels.
My worries were assuaged. Not only was
the food excellent, but the knowledge of
the wait staff was solid and the food was
so fresh. Salads tasted like they had just
been picked from the garden. Beginning
with the plane ride to London, having requested a gluten free meal, the food was
a deliciously hot omelet with tomatoes,
spinach and cheese, a huge improvement
over Bob’s breakfast of sausage and
baked beans. Baked beans on a plane,
really?

Tour of France
Our tour took us from the southern part of
France and Monte Carlo up through the
bucolic farmlands of Provence, and on to
Paris. Then the four of us Grahams rented
a car and took off by ourselves to Monet’s
gardens and Normandy for a 2-night
adventure before heading home.

Alas time went too quickly. So we just
might have to go back. Au Revoir!

Salad so fresh!
representing our country, but I was and
am an ambassador for our disease. Aren’t
we all?
While in Paris, I didn’t get the chance
to go back to my old home on the Rue
de Rivoli. And I was hoping to get to the
bakery No Glu that so many of you travelers have recommended. But just being

Dessert at our Chateau
outside Normandy

Despite my early reservations, every part
of the Tauck tour was wonderful! The
hotels were comfortable, the bus rides
and guided tours gave us insights into
historical events that we would have
missed if we had traveled alone. There
were opportunities to learn so much! The
French were gracious and kind. The food
was amazing, and during our 12-day stay
in France there was only one dessert that
I declined due to gluten concerns. Everything else was absolutely gluten free and
not only that, delicious!
Some of our best experiences with meals
were off the beaten track. Making friends
with the owner or waiter of a café went
a long way to ensure great service and
a memorable experience. Hopefully they
have as fond a memory of the kindness
of Americans as we do of the generous
spirit of the French. Not only were we
617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

Tom & Karen in Monte Carlo
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Spring 2016 College Survey
by Lee Levitt and Amy Reiss Levitt

For some, the diagnosis of celiac disease provides the answer to a series of health
questions. Why can’t I lose weight? Why can’t I gain weight? Why do I always feel aweful
after eating? Why do I have brain fog? Is this normal?
The diagnosis also comes with a set
of rules for eating safely. No foods with
gluten. No food that has been prepared
using the same implements or cooking oil
that has been used with gluten containing
food. Some celiacs will react strongly to
being glutened; others may have no reaction even though the gluten will continue
to damage their system.
And gluten hides in a variety of foods,
such as sushi rice. If the rice has been
prepared with malt vinegar, it contains
gluten. Many celiacs have to play “detective” to find out why they get sick after
eating out.
For adults, the process of refining one’s
diet, playing detective, keeping oneself
safe, is challenging enough. For a young
adult who may have been recently diagnosed or may be heading off to college
for the first time, responsible for their own
well being, the challenges can be overwhelming.

Concerns
The New England Celiac Organization set
out to document the issues faced by college students. The authors have lived this
firsthand…our daughter was diagnosed
shortly before going off to school and had
to advocate strongly for herself to be able
to receive “safe” food on a regular basis.
Her experience is not uncommon in the
celiac community.
The results corroborated our personal
findings. College students with celiac
disease face overwhelming complications,
including:
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• Untrained food service employees

food available outside the cafeteria.)

• Food service and administration
personnel who are unwilling or unable
to help

As one measure of the impact, a full
60% of the celiacs surveyed would not
be “very” or “extremely” likely to recommend their school to others with celiac
disease. This question, phrased using the
standard “NetPromoter Score” methodology, represents a failure on the part of
those schools to meet the needs of their
“customers”.

• Limited and repetitive food choices
The respondents reported significant,
perhaps devastating, social and educational impact, at a point in their personal
development when they are particularly
vulnerable. First time away from home
(and the parental and long term support
systems), making new friends, trying to
adjust to new social norms, taking on
more challenging educational loads.
And boom…they get sick. Boom…they
have to pre-order food. Boom…they have
to eat separately from their new friends.
Boom…they miss classes. Boom…they
have to advocate for themselves. Boom…
they end up double paying for food (no
refund on the meal service, no safe cooking facilities, not much more than junk

This is a recipe for personal and developmental disaster. Our research documents
how broadly the problem exists and the
extent of the impact.
NECO recommends the following actions:
• Schools and universities must acknowledge the extent of the problem
and its impact
• They need to take the problem seriously – gluten and cross-contamination will cause serious health issues,
including cancer, for celiacs
www.neceliac.org

• School administrations and food
service organizations must properly
develop and operate safe eating
practices, ensuring that celiacs can
eat safely, with a choice of selections
across the major food groups

Summary of Findings

• Newly or recently diagnosed celiacs
are at greater social and educational
risk

• 18% specified a gluten sensitivity

• Similarly, those with no other family
members diagnosed with celiac are
at substantially greater social and
educational risk

• 8% reported an “other” need to eat
gluten free

The data suggests that those who have
been recently diagnosed are at greater
risk. Their answers skew towards “poorer”
responses, reflecting greater impact as
they are just learning about the disease,
how to manage it, and how to advocate
for themselves.

Methodology
NECO hosted an online survey instrument
with SurveyMonkey and invited participation through a number of channels,
including email, Facebook and other
social media. The survey was opened on
April 1, 2016 and closed 60 days later, on
June 1, 2016. Participants were emailed
multiple times to ensure participation and
survey completion.
Three lucky students who responded won
iPad Minis. Congratulations to the winners:
Courteney DiDomenico (Wentworth
Institute of Technology)
Amanda Kriss (University of Denver)
Ashley Meyer (Bethel University)

Of the 415 total respondents, just over
half (215) completed the entire survey.
• 37% identified as having a formal
celiac diagnosis.
• 36% indicated that they choose to
eat gluten free

74% of the celiacs had been diagnosed
five or more years ago, and 61% reported
that one or more other family members
also have celiac.
44% of celiacs reported that eating gluten
free had been a problem “the entire time
I’ve been here.” Another 26% reported
that it was a problem at first, but got
better over time.
Only 30% of the celiacs reported that
their diet at school was “well-rounded,”
while 48% of respondents choosing to
eat gluten free reported that their diet was
well rounded. Conversely, 16% of celiacs
reported that they are supplementing
their diet with snacks, while only 5% of
those choosing to eat gluten free reported
having to supplement.
20% of celiacs reported that the food
service needed more than 30 minutes to
prepare gluten free food.
A full 40% reported that their eating experience on campus was “poor – challenging, frustrating.”
32% report that they still expect to be
glutened once in a while. Almost 20% say
that they simply stay away from the food
service as it’s “not worth the risk.”
71% reported that their efforts to eat GF
were having some or major impact on
their social life. The following are some
of the verbatim comments provided by
respondents:

Courteney
DiDomenico

Amanda
Kriss

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC

I feel weird and bad when I have to
keep being like ‘yall I can’t eat at any of

these restaurants’ or not being able to
reliably eat at a certain dining hall and
people get upset and then I feel like a
bad person and some times end up
going places where I can’t eat anything
People do not want to put in that little
bit of extra effort to make sure that I can
eat and eat safely. They think it’s a joke
and not a serious medical condition.
Many of my friends do not understand
the severity of celiac disease. Because
of this, I am often excluded from social
events with friends, and I am rarely
invited out to eat. If I am invited, I bring
my own food, which leads to a further
sense of social isolation.
It’s frustrating because all my friends
have meal plans and want to eat at the
cafeteria, but I rather not. But, I also
don’t have access to a kitchen and
cannot afford to go out to eat and end
up eating minimal meals at the
cafeteria.
I rarely can eat out with friends off or on
campus because of incredibly limited
selection and perpetual risk of cross
contamination.
A lot of the academic events and social
events provide food, which I usually
cannot eat. This means that either I
have to bring my own food or eat before/after. I can only be accommodated
at one dining hall on campus, thankfully
it is the main one, but this severely
limits my meals “out” on campus with
friends.
I have to request food in advance and
have to wait for it to be prepared. This
leaves me alone or away from my
friends for part of our meal time.
My friends won’t wait for me to get my
food. So I have to eat alone.
I avoid community gatherings because
I know there will be no gluten-free
options.
continued on page 34
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I hold back from going to certain events
because everyone is eating and I hate
being that awkward person just standing around
Conversely, only 4% of those choosing
to eat gluten free felt a substantial social
impact.
32% indicated that having to find GF food
is having “some” impact on their educational success, while 5% indicated that it
was having a “major” impact.
I have wasted a lot of my time, that
I could have spent studying or with
friends, meeting with the cafeteria staff
and emailing them.
At times food wasn’t able to be prepared in the time frame I had and was
forced to eat prepackaged snack food
for the day.
When I first came here and lived on
campus, I was getting sick frequently
and had to miss a few classes.
After being glutened, the brain fog I
experienced often made concentrating
in class nearly impossible. Those days I
may as well not been in the classroom.
I am extremely sensitive to gluten and
it causes major brain fog, belly aches,
diarrhea to the point I have to miss
classes.
I have had to miss class from being
“glutened” more than once, without a
doctor’s note excusing me for that day
specifically, I get points deducted from
my average for missing class.
23% of celiacs report skipping 1-2 meals
a week due to gluten concerns, while
30% report skipping 3-5 meals a week.
25% reported that they worked with the
food service to improve the situation.
The largest percentage, however, 30%,
indicated that they found no solution, they
were just “winging it.”
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58% of the celiacs report that the food
choices at school are “limited and repetitive.”
8% report that they are glutened “frequently”, while 17% report being glutened
at least a couple of times each month.
Over half, 51%, had no idea whether the
food service workers had been properly
trained in food preparation (with regard
to cross contamination). Another 18%,
guessed that perhaps one or two workers
had been properly trained.

Family Matters
Those with other family members with celiac handle the situation better at school,
reporting that access to GF food is better.

38% of those with family history of celiac
report having a well-rounded diet, versus
only 17% of those with no other family
members. Those with family members
more actively advocated for themselves
and reported better results. 66% of those
with family members reported that having
to eat gluten free was having “some” or
“major” impact on them socially, while
a full 80% of those with no other family
members reported this impact.
Many thanks to
Ian’s Natural
Foods for
underwriting
this important
survey!

“The campuses I spoke with have significant policies / procedures in place, but execution wasn’t always consistent in the eyes of the students. Additionally, the accommodations often didn’t match the student’s spontaneous lifestyle preferences or protect
against cross contamination from other students. The best facilities (from the student
perspective) had dedicated and limited access to separate gluten / allergy kitchens that
allowed the students to take ownership and control.”
Rebecca Toutant, MA, RDN, LDN, CDE, author of the “Navigating the
Gluten-free Diet in College”

NECO’s Tips for the Gluten Free/Celiac College Student
• When researching schools, ask to be put in contact with a student who follows a
gluten free diet on campus. Contact that person and ask how their experience has
been at the college you are considering.
• As the new journey of college life begins, it is important for the student to become
their own advocate.
• Get to know the head of dining services and befriend the servers. The staff changes frequently so get to know multiple servers. Be very friendly; they will want to
help you.
• If you ask the line cooks if something is gluten free and they say yes but it’s not….
politely go back to the line cook and point out why it’s not GF if it’s visibly gluten
filled. Additionally, bring it to the dining services manager to show them.
• If you have been glutened, go directly to the head of dining services rather than
the food staff and point out what was chosen as the gluten free option and how it
appeared. The head of dining services will be more likely to re-train the staff at the
time that it happens.
• Keep a journal of your dining experience and send an email to let dining services
know about any issues. If the staff doesn’t know there’s anything wrong, they
assume all is fine. You don’t want the glutened experiences to pile up; they need to
know right away. Don’t sit back and be passive; if you have a meal that’s not GF,
say something.
• Make sure you’re not afraid to ask questions.
www.neceliac.org

617-262-5422 or 888-4-CELIAC
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Upcoming Events
Sunday, October 16
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Brains, Bellies & Celiac
Autumn Meeting
Marriott Newton
2345 Commonwealth Ave.
Auburndale, MA

Monthly Meetings

Hear updates on arsenic in rice, celiac
brain fog, how GI health impacts the rest
of the body and more! There will be some
vendors, and beverages will be provided.
Register online now at www.neceliac.org.
Seating is limited and prices will increase
on October 1.

The goal of these meetings is to foster conversation and sharing
in an intimate setting. There are no set agendas and no charge to
attend. Consult www.neceliac.org for more details and cancellation notices. Email any questions to info@neceliac.org.

Save the Date
Saturday, April 8, 2017
Celiac Symposium

Maine General Medical Center,
35 Medical Center Pkwy.)
Third Tuesday of the month, 6:00 – 7:30 p.m.
Contact: Beth Berry berry_beth@hotmail.com or
Kim DeMerchant kim.demerchant@mainegeneral.org or
Kathy Duncklee oceanpoint26@yahoo.com

More information coming soon!

NECO Board Meetings
Are you interested in getting more involved or attending an Advisory Board
meeting as a guest? Join us for a
spirited and insightful evening meeting
to see how NECO works. Anyone is
welcome to attend! Upcoming meetings are scheduled for September 19
and November 14 at 7:30 p.m. Email
info@neceliac.org if you are interested
in attending one of these meetings or
would like more information.

Augusta, ME (Alfond Center for Health,

Boston, MA
Contact group leaders with any questions or to
inquire about a meeting.
Contact: Lauren Komack lauren@komack.com or
Charlotte Thibodeau cha@thib.net

Braintree, MA (Thayer Public
Library Meeting Room A (upstairs),
798 Washington Street)
Fourth Tuesday of the month,
7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Ellin Smith
ellinsmith@yahoo.com 781-254-4459

NEW!

Chicopee, MA (QC Room at Big Y,
650 Memorial Drive)
First Tuesday of the month, 6:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Contact: CarrieTaylor taylor@bigy.com

Dover, NH (Conference Room,

Connect with NECO on
at www.facebook.com/neceliacorg

Dover Public Library, 76 Locust St)
First Tuesday of the month,
7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Maria Larkin
bettergutbetterhealth@gmail.com

at www.pinterest.com/neceliacorg

East Greenwich, RI (Dave’s Marketplace,

and at www.neceliac.org

Glastonbury, CT (Whole Foods, 55 Welles St.)
First Wednesday of the month, 7:00 – 8:00pm
Contact: Samantha Morris
sammor18@yahoo.com 860-301-5298

Natick, MA (Study Room 1A,
Morse Institute Library, 14 East Central St.)
Third Wednesday of the month, 10:00 – 11:30 a.m.
Contact: Marge Rogers 508-653-5465
mwrogers67@aol.com

Needham, MA (BIDMC – Needham,
148 Chestnut St.)
Third Wednesday of the month, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Shelby Brand shelbymarabrand@gmail.com

op at

at www.twitter.com/neceliacorg

Fall River, MA (Duke’s Bakery and Variety,
162 Columbia St.)
Second Wednesday of the month, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Bob Cook neco.semari@gmail.com

NEW!

1000 Division St.)
Third Tuesday of the month, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Bob Cook neco.semari@gmail.com

Smithfield, RI (Dave’s Marketplace at Smithfield
Crossing, 371 Putnam Pike)
Third Wednesday of the month, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Bob Cook neco.semari@gmail.com
South Attleboro, MA (Market Basket,
1200 Newport Avenue)
Second Tuesday of the month, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Contact: Liz Duschang eduschang@verizon.net
Westborough, MA (Conference Room at Roche
Brothers, 1100 Union Street Bay State Commons)
Second Thursday of the month, 6:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Contact: Mary Sevon msevon@verizon.net or
Tammy Wyatt TWyatt@elevationbrands.com

